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ABSTRACT
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This lesson on determining one's potential as an
entrepreneur, the second in a series of 18 units, is part of the
first level'of a compiehensive entrepreneurship, curriculum entitled:
A Program for AcquiringeCompetence inEntrepreneurship (PACE).
(Designed for,use with secondary students, the first 14Vel of PACE
introduces students to the concepts involved in entrepreneurship and
helps them becomeaware of entrepreneurship as a career option.) The
following topics are covered in the unit: defining entrepreneurship,
recognizing the personal qualilies and skills Jneeded to be a
successful entrepreneur, Comparing the advantages .of owning a
business with the advantages of working for someone els,e, and
assessing one's ability to be a successful entrepreneur. Included in
the lesson are instructional text organized in a question-and-answer
format, suggested individual and group learning activities, and
assessment questions. (MN)
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Yob will be able to:

DefincentrepreneurshiP

Recognize the personal qualities and skilli needed to be a .
successful entrepreneur.

Compare the advantages of owning a business with the
advantages of working, for someone else. .

Assess your own ability to be a successful entrepreneur.
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN. . .
%

1. Consult the Resource Guide for instructions if this is your first PACE unit.

2. IleR.d the Unit Objectives on the front cover. If you think you can meet these objectives now,
consult your instructor, 4

. .1.

3. Look for these business terms asyou read this unit. If you need help with their meanings;turri to
the Glossary in the Resource-Guide.

. affective.skills
balance sheet
cash flow
cognitive skills
liabilities

.41
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line of credit
.

manipulative, skills
profit and ldss statement
worldng capital
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DETERMINING YOUR POTENTIAL AS AN ENTREPRENEUR

WHAT IS THIS UNIT ABOUT? In her famous' novel, Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand said:

HOW DO ENTREPRENEURS
HELP THE AMERICAN

ECONOMY GROW?

If you ask me to name tpe proudest distinclionsof Americans, I
would choosebecause it contains all the othersthe fact that
they were the people who-created t phrase "to make money."
No other language or nation had ever used these words before;
men had always thought of wealth as a static quantityto be
seized, begged, inherited, shared, looted, or obtained as a favor.
Americans were the first to understand that wealth has to be

-created.1
-

An economy grows when new resources, or factors of production, are
put to work. Land, labor, and capital are the thiee basic factors of
production. The fourth is entrepreneurship. Entrepreneursthose
people of vision and originality who create new enterprises or
businesiesare the ones wilo

raise money (capital) to run newtusinesses,
organize the businesses,
managethe businesies,
assemble the other factors of production,
make business policy decisions.

America's free enterprise system breeds rugged individualists, like
the country's Founding Fathers. ThOse men drafted a Constitution
that guaranteed that Americans would always have the right to own
private property. Americans would also have the right to choose
freely how to earn, buy, and tise their goods and property.

One of the best thcamples of an American entrep neur is the
inventor, Thomas Edison, In 1878, Edison told ople he would invent
a light that would not use gas bi flame, and in 1879, he invented the
electric light bulb. He put on quite a show with the first light bulbs

`by deVeloping a special electric generator and using it'to power 40
light bulbs that he strung up with copper wires around his home'
town of Menlo Park. His demonstration was a huge success.

3
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IS ENTREPRENEURSHIP
SOMETHING YOU CAN LEARN?

HOW DO PEOPLE'S NEEDS
RELATE TO

ENTREPRENEURSHIP?

Thomas-Edison was a new kind of inventor. He did not work alone, .

tinkering in his workshop and hoping to discover something new. He
believed that invtrition required organization and planning. He
worked with teams of people who'followed a coordinated plan to turn
out inventions just as regularly as a factory produces goods,

Edison's first invention was a machine that recorded votes via
telegraPh. He decided to invent the machine when he discovered that
it took g long time forCongressman to count up their votes by hand.
His voting tpachine let Congressmen register their votes simply by
pressing a button. But Congress didn't buy his machinethey liked
doing things the oltcl way. So 'from then on, Edison made sure that
people really would want his inventions before.he put time and money
into developing them. He invented for the marketplace.

One of the most ortant elements of being a successful
entrepreneur is to understand sad anticipate whether or not the
marketplace will buy productl-gr service. In other wordg,
entrepreneurs must b able to guess accurately whether or not people
will buy whgt the enttepreneur has to sell.

THEN *HAT IS
ENTREPRENEURSHIP?

4./
IS ENTREPRENEURSHIP ONLY

ABOUT PROFIT AND
SELFISHNESS?
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Entrepreneurship is a speeial element of the American) economic
system that fikures out what tomorrow's needs will be, and then
produces the goods and services to meet those needs. There is always
a risk for entrepteneurs, because they can never be a hundred

,Percent sure about what çhe needs of the marketplace will be.

Because entrepreneurs must always keel; in mind that they will fail if
they do not make a profit, it sometimes seems that their only motive
is greed. Just because they are concerned with money does not mean
that they do nOt also have a social cOnscience. American capitalism is
our country's way of satisfying everyone's basic needs forlfood,
shelter, arid clothing. But when these needs are Met, peoPle find that
they also have other needsthat is, needs for protection, for roads, for
transportation, for education, for better health and more comforts, for
entertainment, for a better 'envirRment, and so forth,
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When higher needs are expressed, successfill entrepreneurs will meet
them.

The needs of the marketPlace change with how developed a nation.is
and how well-Off its people are. Today's and tomorrow's
entrepreneurs will have to anticipate those changing needs, if they
,are to be successftil. And, the health of our nation, riow and in tile
future, depends on how healthy our economy is. Entrepreneurs are a
vital part of our way of life and part of making our lives better.

WHAT SKILLS ARE NEEDED
FQR ENTREPRENEURSHIP?

r

Entrepreneurs need a variety of skills. These skills can be groUped
iito these categories:

j 4

affective (feeling-based)
cognitive (knowledge-based)
manipulative (movement-based)
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WHAT ARE THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF '

SUCCESSFUL
ENTREPRENEURS?

The skills necessary for successful entreprenuyship are categorized in
table 1.

TABLE 1

ENTREPRENEURSHIP-EXPERTISE BY TYPE OF SKILLS

Affective

Human relations ability
. .

Communications ability

'Creative ability

Cognitive Manipulative

Organizing ability Physkal skill ahility
4

Problem-solving ability

Decision7making ability

Technical knowledge

The personality characteristics of successful entrepreneurs have been
analyzed by many ferts. But, many of them are quick to point out,
the problem with a y formula for spccess as an entrepreneur is that
success relies on a unique ability to see "new".patterris. So, you should
be careful about evaluating.your own entreigoneurial ability based on
general established patterns.

The traits that are most often thought to be characteristic of
successful entrepreneurs are:

A degree of tough-mindedness that enables entrepreneurs
to make and stick by decisions that are based on some amount
of intuition. Tough-minded entrepreneurs are not frightened
by the ank.nown. They lead the way for the rest to follow.

A willingness to work a little harder and a little longer.
Successful entrepreneurs work not only for rewards, but also
for the pleasure of creating the enterprise.

A degree of self-confidence that lets entrepreneurs make
firm decisions and keeps them from worrying afterwards.
Self-confident entrepreneurs feel that the decision is probably
rightbut if not, adjustments can make it work.

A willingness to take "reasonable" risks. Entrepreneurs
feel that results are Controllable, not strictly up to chance.

A high degree of flexibility to meet changing goals, .

pressures, technologies, and competition. Entrepreneurs feel
that their own flexibility-will allow a chance to change things
if decisions turn out badly.

6



HOW CAN YOU LtARN ABOUT
OWNING A BUSINESS VERSUS

WORKING FOR SOMEONE
ELSE?
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A finely tuned senseof the needs of the marketplace,
along with a creative mind. Successful entrepreneurs are
quick to spot market needs and to supply products to meet
those needs in new and profitable ways.

A sense of long-term goals. Entrepreneurs envision the
future possibilities and results of today's efforts.

Good problem-solving ability that uses problems as a road
map. Each problem solved'helps entrepreneurs chart a course
for future success.

A desire for profit with which they measure their successes.
Because of the profit motive, entreprepeurs will tend to find
an efficient use of resources.

,

An underlying enthusiasm that keeps up their spirits.
Enthusiasm helps successful entrepreneurs maintain the level
of creative thinking and focused activity necessary to carry
out 'the successful ventuAllr

If you have decided by now that going into business for yourself.
might be a possible career choice, the first step is to find out as much
as you can about entrepreneurship. You could begin by looking
around yobr neighborhood and investigating the successful and not-
so-suetessful businesses. You might ask how long they have been in,
operation. Do they seem to be doing well? Are they making a profit or
are they just hanging on?

7
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Typically, successful entrepreneurs have had successful work
experience. For instance, persons goineinto landscaping should have
a fairly good knowledge of seeding, watering? cutting, and light
requiretpents for different types of,plants.

What kind of business would you,like to own? Do you belleve'you havIN
some special qualities or knowledge that will make your own business
a sucdess? What are your reasdns for wanting to go into business?
Would you prefer to work for someont else or for yourself? El/Amine
the advantages and disadvantages on both sides of the issue to help
you decide. _

DO YOU WANT TO BE AN
EMPLOYEE!

Being employed for a salary has some advantages. For one thing, it is
generally safer to be a salaried employee. As an employee you will

ably have less personal finahcial responsibility or risk. If the 7
us ness has debts, you won't rose your personal savingsbecause you

are not responsible for the debts, (You Would be if you were one of the
owners.)

Many employees put in regular hours and are paid oVertime if extra
work is required. Not all employees, of course, work regular hours;
many put in time over and beyond the job's working hours. However,
most employees are guaranteed vacation time and fringe benefits,
such as life insurance and health plans. Generally speaking, they can
count on a somewhat stable life-style. They have 'a fairly good idea of
what their income will be.from year to year, as well as what the job
requirements will be.

8
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certaiTi satisfaction can result from working for a successful
company-. Many people point with pride to the fact that they work for
Goodyear or Xerox. Working for large, succesSfacompanies does
fulfiSl certain needs.

WHAT ARE AN LAPLOYEE'S Being- a salaried employee also has a.number of disadvantiages.
DISADVANTAGES? Advances in salary may become limited. By the time many people

reach.the middle of their careers, they are at the top.of the salary
scale. In some career 'aims, the older, more experienced, higher-paid
employees may be laid off during a recession, while younger, "less
npensive" employees are hired, Top management personnel in-the
aerospace industry lost their jobs in.the 1970s when their industry
had-a-major-reeession,4n-industrics governed-by-union-contra
the low seniority employees may be laid off during a recession when
there isliot enough work. Companies may relocate and require
employees to make-job transfers. Mandatory retirement is also

%something to consider.6

WiIAT ARE SELF-
EMPPYMENT ADVANTAGES?

Self-employment has many advantages. The possibility of making
money is an overwhelming reason that people start their own
business. There is a chance to make a profit in addition to a
reasonable'salary. Once the business_has been successfully
established, there may be financial security. In fact, statistics show
that the lifetime earnings of most employees are less thagi the lifetithe
earnings of most succkssful entrepreneurs.

WHAT ARE SOME If you talk to entrepreneurs in your community, they can easily tell
DISADVANTAGES OF SELF- you some of the disadvantages of self-employment. The risk involved

EMPLOYMENT? in owning a business may cause real headaches. Economic failure is,
,,...of course, the biggest risk of all, and is the greatest disadvantage of

, self-employment. Being "beaten out" by competition is another factor,
to consider. CoMplying with government regulations and standard
business practices, working longer (unpaid) hours, and finding the
capital to start a business are other possible disadvantages.

IS THE'NEED TO ACHIEVE A
FACTOR?

Many entrepreneurs put need for achievement first on the list of
reasons for starting their own businesses. They have a strong desire
to make things happen. They thrive on creative challenges. Such
persons are highly motivated. They like to do well, to excel.
Psychologists who have studied achievement motivation have found
that persons with a high need to achieve enjoy

competition with self-imposed standards,

competition with Others,

unique accomplishment,

long-terni involvement.
,
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HOW INDEPENDENT AliE YOU? Persons with this high need to achieve also want to take responsibility
for their oWn successes or failures. They prefer to take moderate
risks. They like situations that provide immediate feedback.on how
well thekare doing. They are motivated by a deep sense of personal
achievement rather than by recognition from others.

7:1

HOW CREATIVE ARE YOU?

Independence is another motive as well as an advantage of self-
employment. Persons who own and-operate their own businesses do
have more freedom to do what they want. They can experiment with
ideas and let their creitiVity flow.

Many-entrepreneurs-have-aLlow-need-fosiipport_from_others. The
need-for ."a.pat on the back4 and inspiration from others might be
factors that prevent some individuals from leaving a company and
striking out on their owrii,,,/rn a study published by Psychology Today
entrepreneurs were ask d what would get them to be a manager or
an employee in another company. The majority (almost 60 percent)
stated that they uld not even consider it. Almost 30 percent set up
totally unrealistic onditions, such as a 300 percent increase'in salary
and complete, total 'ndependence. Seventy-two percent of the
entrepreneurs said tkiat even if they lost their own companies, they
would promptly sta a new business.
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The desire to express creativity and owentivéness are also part of
what motivates entrepreneurst,Starti c\g a new business is a creative
act. Creativity enters into every part\of setting up, planning, i
marketing, and maintaining a busineg

Having a creative imagination is not a saCred possession or birthright
of only a few people. Creativity is a talent that can be developed by
anyone whd is willing to take the risks ne essary to.see their ideas
made into reality.
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ARE YOIJAN INDEPENDENT,
CREATIVE SELF-STARTER?

41,

1

What,are your own qualifications and motives for becoming a
successful entrepreneur? Remember that you do not need to have
exactly the same traits or desires that succe§sful entrepreneurs are
"supposed" to have. While there are certain characteristics of
successful entrepreneurs that are common among them, the
important thing to realize is that one other common element about
entrepreneurs is their uniqueness. If you don't fit neatly into the
profile of entrepreneurship traits, it may only mean that you can
beconie 'the next entrepreneurial genius. The only sure, test is to try it!

One way to make.good use of the information about the traits and
motives of successful entrepreneurs is to use them as a guide for
developing your own skills, whether or not they lead-you to become an
entrqareneur. You will probablY find yourself a better persan for it.
You can inakeentrepreneuriali toukh-mindect.lecision to'getcin
%with the task of gaining new strengths,,even though all of the
"evidence" for how succeisful in entrepreneur you may make isn't in
yet. The "reasOnable" risk that you will take is that you will be able to'
make the information work for you. Your immediate reward will be -

bettering yourself, and it may alsO help you become a successfnl
entrepreneur.

1.1 12
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1CTIVITIES Do you know enough about entrepreneurs to evaluate your own
., potential? The,following activities will help you.

,

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY List. any products you know about that Nere cconceiged, designed,
manufactured, and brought to the Marketplace only to find that thew
was little or no need or demand for them. Tell why you think this
happens. What steps might you take to guard against it?

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY
0

,

t

..

If you .were Thomas Edison and had developed the vote recording
machine that Corfgress rejected, how would you have felt? What .
might you have done to try to "create" or "force" the need for your

, machine? Write a short description of your reaction to the situation.
Remember, if the "need" is forced otk Congress, they could probably
find other, more subtle ways.to make the vote recorder seem
inefficient. But perhaps you feel that the public good should come
first and you should try to force Congress to use it to improve

.. efficiency. Should you alert the publie to Congress%s rejection? Why?'
'-' Are the ethical considerations weighty enough to influence yoUr

decision?

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY Make a list of products you would like to have inventRd and
marketed. Give a short.reason for each.

Examine your resppnses in the previous activity. Are your eeasons for
wanting to.be responsible for certain products purely personal? Are
they related to the "common welfare?" Did you thinli of profit? Write
a short list of how many different =lives you might have in any
entrepreneurial endeavor. ,

;

In what area of business management do you.think your greatest
Skills areaffective, cognitive, or manipulative? List several reasons

. or events that show that you w.ould probably be skilled in that area.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY

I

t;

!..

...
INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY

v

GROup ACTIVITY Of all the traits dadiftd as characteristic of entrepreneurs, pick the
one you think would be most important. Discuss this with the class.
Can you reach a group agreement on it? Do the reasons given by
individuals for picking the one most important characteristic reflect
only personal feelings? How do you think that would Mfect the way a
business is run? How importaKit do you.think an entrepreneur is to
the overall suUess of a business? ,

., ..,
GROUP ACTIVITY Interview a local entrepreneur to discover some of the pros and cons

, of working for yourself. Ask if there was a specific reason for starting
the business. Ask how the person got the business off the ground. Ask
what the company goals are. Report about the interview either in ,Y
Writing or in a talk to the class. Decide whether or not you would like
to own that business. Tell why or why not.

,

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY If you were emploYed by a major corporation in your town, what
*ould your long-term goals be? What position would yOu want? What
work would you like to contribute? What tithe frame would you use
for your goal achiewment? List the goals and the approximate dates
for their accomplishment. Write a brief description of how

, accomplishing the, goals might change your life-style and your
attitudes.

12
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GROUP ACTIVITY Invite a local entrepreneur to speak to the class on the pros and cons
of owning your own business. If tife entrepreneur has preyioaly
worked for someone else, ask the person to compare being self-
employed to beirit an employee.

GROUP ACTIVITY .Form Small groups (four to five Students) in the class. Each group
should work out a short report describing what kind, of company they

' 'would start. Each group should select one perspn as the "owner".of
'the business and assignthe other group members to manage specific1'
functions in the companyproduction, sales, marketing, customer -

service, or distribution. The compahy Owner can ask.for ideas from
eacb job-function manager that will improve chances for making a
profit. Eaeh 'company owner should make a 5-minute presentation to
the class on the nature of the company ind the group's ideai for
/baking a profit. The Class will vote on the "most likely to succeed"
ventt re.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY From your participation in the previous activity, write a report on
how you felt about the competitiveness within the group and among
the various groups. Did you experience a desire for more
independence in selecting the kind of business that was presented to
the class? Did you agree with the group's decision? ,

GROUP ACTIVITY The instructor or leader should pick a common, everyday item, such,
as-a-paperweight-er-g-pen7-Ask-each-persorrto-listTin-five minutes,
every use he or she canrthink of for the objectnot counting its
normal use. After five Minutes, stop and find out who listed the most
uses. The instructor can make a composite list, on the board. Notice
how some uses can be grouped by categories such as "weapons,",
"decorations," "tools," "containers," etc. Creativity in entrepreneurial
thinking involves_ being able to see old products or methods in new
combinations.

13
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ASSESSMENT Directions: Read the following questions to check your own
knowledge of the information in this unit. When you feel prepared,
ask your instructor to test you on them.

1. H9w does the economy grow?

2. How is entrepreneuiship linked with'the needs of the
marketplace?

3. Can the "coMmon good" be effectively served in an economy
based, on capitalism?

4. What is entrepreneurship?

5. What three types of skills are needed to run a company
successfully?

6. What are some of the personality traits that successful
entrepreneurs have?

7. What are some of the advantages of owiiing your own
business?

4

4'

8. What are some of the disadvantages of self-employment?

9. What are some of the-advantages-and-dig-ad-Vantages of being
--an employee?

10 What are some of the major reasons that successful
entrepreneurs hdvejor starting their own businesses?

,

11. Do successful entrepreneurs show a need and a skill for
crettivity and inventiveness in their jobs? Explain why
entrepreseurship offers a place to use these kinds of skills.?

12. List the entrepreneurial skills and traits you have that you've
developed through your personal interests, schooling, or job
actiVities.

}.
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For further information, consult the lists of additional sources in the
ResTre Guide.
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Level 1

Unit 1. Understanding the Nature of Small Business

Unit 2. Determining your Potential as an Entreprenpur
,

,Uhrt 8. Developing the ,Business Plan

Unit 4. Obtainirig Technical Assistance

Unit & Choosing,the Type of Ownership

Unit 6. Planning the Marketing Strategy

Unit 7.. Locating the Business

Unit 8. Financing the Business

Unit 9. Dealing with Legal Issues

Unit 10. COmplying with Government Regulations -

Unit 11. Managing the Business

Unit 12. Managing Human Flesources

Unit 13. Promotihg the Business

Unit 14. Managing Sales Efforts

Unit 15. Keeping the Business Records

Unit 16. Managing the Finances

Linit 17. Managing Customer Credit and Collections

Unit 18. Protecting the Business

Resource Guide

Instructors' Guide

Units an the above entrepreneurlip topics are available at the following three levels:

Level 1 helps you understand the creation and operation of a business
Level 2 prepares you to plan for a business in your future
Level 3 guides you in starting and managing your own business

The Ohio State University


